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Genius is in the idea.
Impact, however, comes from action!
Simon Sinek

Summary
We need traditional schools to be transformed into personalized learning environments for:
-

better academic achievement,
better emotional skills,

- better comfort and satisfaction,
- better r esilience to the covid-19 challenge.

→

This Erasmus+ strategic partnership has transformed traditional schools
●
●

in Belgium, Italy, Norway and Greece,
from kindergarten to 18 years old, special education included,

with the following impact:
Student’s perception

Teacher’s perception

+36% Pilot of my learning
+32% Mutual learning
+24% More autonomy
+15% Grades
+14% Liking school

+53% Students more pilot
+39% Self-confidence of students
+36% Class heterogeneity coping
+34% Energy of the teacher
+27% Awareness of the teacher

We produced a detailed path for traditional schools that want to transform themselves with
training material and certification for teachers and students.
We did it and we know it works to the great satisfaction of students and families.
Soft skills increase: autonomy, empowerment, mutual-aid, grit, kindness.
But no academic achievement increase (compared to a control group) has been
measured yet. And the transformation is hard to happen without intensive coaching.
To increase academic achievement and dissemination, we need to simplify the process for
teachers:
➔ Course material (math, literacy, science,...) adapted to the method.
Another Erasmus+ project 2020-2023 ongoing to create free and ready-to-use
courses in French.
➔ Automation of the (more complex) class management through digital learning
technologies. We are gathering a consortium for creating the needed software.
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Why and What
Why transforming schools?
Students, parents, and teachers volunteer to transform their schools for:
-

better academic achievement,
better emotional skills,
better comfort and satisfaction,
better resilience to the covid-19 challenge.

More and more citizens are frustrated with traditional schools. Society evolves much faster
than schools and the gap is growing. Consequences of that tension include:
-

drop out,
teacher’s turnover,
unproductive (covid) lockdown time,
students sorting by ability across schools (inequities),
private alternatives.

Transforming schools into what?
What we name “traditional schools” here are simultaneous teaching classes. Mrs Parker
teaches chapter 8 here and now to all students of her class. She knows that many students
don’t have the prerequisites yet and should first fill the gap before getting that lesson. She
knows that others have already understood a long time ago and are losing their time. But
she is giving and even pushing the same lesson to all students of her class.
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Instead of giving, she could ask each student to take, to get into the pilot site and take the
lesson that is appropriate for them; probably not chapter 8. Ideally, she should lead each
student to:
-

excellence: having ambitious goals for himself,
instructive mistake: taking risks, knowing that errors are opportunities to learn,
empowerment: taking his learning in charge,
mutual aid: explaining topics to each other,
kindness: knowing that love is fuel for excellence.
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Impact
Questionnaires
We designed questionnaires for students, parents and teachers to quantify their feelings
about the impact of the method change.
The full (English) questionnaire is available from there.
Students

Parents

Teachers

1. Autonomy
During the courses, I am
autonomous.
I don’t need the help of the
teacher very often

1. Liking school
My kid likes to go to school

1. Energy
Giving 1h of class is
exhausting

2. Pilot
I am the pilot of my learning.
I decide what to work on
and how to learn.
3. Grades
I do progress fast and fulfill
my potential. This reflects in
my grades.
4. Mutual learning
I do help or I’m helped by
other students for learning
during the courses.
5. Liking school
I like to go to school

2. Homework
My kid has homework every
day for an average
of...(time)
3. Atmosphere
At home, when I kid is back
from school, the atmosphere
is…
Problems with parents, with
siblings, mood, etc.

2. Awareness
I know my student’s
strengths and weaknesses
3. Heterogeneity
It is easy to manage
students having different
levels in the same class.
4. Pilot
My students pilot their
learning.
5. Self-confidence
My students show self
confidence in the class.
6. Limits
My students reach their
learning limits
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The complete data has been gathered in that table. That data has been gathered in 2019.
near the end of the 2nd year of the project.

With these questionnaires, we measure how much a person feels an improvement in a
specific area. Here are the results. Each percentage means:

“On average, I feel a …% increase in that area”
220 Students

157 Parents

24 Teachers

+24% Autonomy

+7% Liking school

+34% Energy

+36% Pilot

+0% Homework

+27% Awareness

+15% Grades

+5% Atmosphere

+36% Heterogeneity

+32% Mutual learning

+53% Pilot

+14% Liking school

+39% Self-confidence
+30% Limits

The scientific value of these numbers is limited. The sample is small (24 + 157 + 24 people).
There is no control group. The numbers are measured on the feeling ranking (not at all, a
little bit, somehow, much, very much) which is hard to quantify and once quantified is just a
quantity of feeling. These numbers show interesting directions, while exact values are
irrelevant.
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Impact presentation from the principal of a Belgian College, to other schools.
Attitude improvement from students’ perspective (left) and from teachers’ perspective (right)

Empowerment
The highest impact goes on the “pilot” criteria, both from the student and the teachers’ point
of view. Both feel that the student has more control over how he learns.
It correlates the feeling of autonomy (+24%) for the student who declares needing his
teacher less than before. On the teachers’ view, it correlates with seeing inhibited students
showing more self-confidence (+39%).

Adapted to each student
The criteria about heterogeneity is bound with the limit criteria. Teachers find that it is +36%
easier to manage the fact that students come with different knowledge levels and gaps. It is
coherent with their feeling that their students approach +30% more of their learning limits.
Indeed, in with a heterogeneous class, it is very hard to make students learn at their optimal
speed. But since the teacher can better manage differences between students, each student
has more appropriate work and progress faster.
It also reflects in the awareness criteria: teachers feel knowing the strengths and
weaknesses of their students +27% more than before

Mutual-aid
The method promotes explanations among peers and not only from the teacher anymore.
This reflects in the results where students feel +32% more helping others or being helped by
others.

They like it
Students like school +15% more. And teachers find that teaching is +34% less exhausting. It
is a good indicator that both seem happy of the change.
Parents seem half aware of their kid school liking increase (+7%).
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Grades
Do students like school more because they work less?
Students have a positive (+15%) feeling about their grades with the method, especially in
Belgium and Greece (+25%). It was more limited in Italy and Norway. The good news is that
no more homework was reported by the parents. Kids like school more, think they learn
more, without doing more homework.

Consistency
The consistency of the data across countries is also interesting: the same patterns emerge
in very different settings. Even Norway, with its very limited sample (16) and very limited
impact (-2% to +10%) has the “pilot” criteria being first.
Do these questionnaire data match interviews done in schools?

Interviews
Many interviews have been conducted with kids, with parents, with teachers in many
schools, across the 4 countries. Interviews concern more schools than questionnaires that
were limited to 1 or 2 schools per country. Many interviews have been made during the 3rd
year of the project, while questionnaire data have been collected and the end of the 2nd
year.
What did we learn about the impact during these countless meetings, coaching sessions and
interviews?

Teachers organized qualitative written student’s group feedback
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Keep misfits
We have been told multiple times that some teenagers have been kept in school until the
end of the year, while teachers would have predicted that at least a few of them would have
been fired for discipline reasons or just would have dropped themselves out. The possibility,
with the new method, to move and to help each other has been reported as having a calming
effect and a magnet effect.

Covid
Many teachers reported that the new method helped during the spring 2020 covid
confinement. Having trained their students to be more autonomous, more in the pilot seat,
before the lock-down seems to have had a positive impact on homework when the schools
closed compared to other classes.

Resistance from students
It was not unusual to see resistance from students. With the old traditional method, it was
easier for them to hide and pretend to listen. Now they have to work in class and show
results (pass assessments very often). It “forces” them to work in class. Some want their
comfort back...

Fatigue
Many parents report that their kids seem more exhausted after school, like if their day has
been cognitively more intense. They seek to relax and go to bed earlier.

Victimization
Many students are eager to blame others, usually to hide their own mistakes. They rarely
take responsibility for their actions. They rarely say: “I could have succeeded if I worked
harder, but I’ve spent most of my time on the Playsation or Netflix because I lack willpower”.
After a few months of using the new method, that victimization syndrome seems to
decrease. More empowerment is observed. Students see low grades as ok, since they
can/must redo an assessment until they succeed with 80%. A low score is just an
intermediary learning state, before mastery. This is the “instructive mistake” value and
growth mindset promoted by the project. They feel a lower need to hide mistakes and blame
others for them.
Students feel more in charge and less afraid of taking risks. It fuels their motivation.
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Research crossed impact analysis
Predictability and flexibility
Furthermore when it comes to special education School Transformation Lab method seems
to be very helpful with autistic students for example that don't like surprises and feel better
knowing as many variables as possible concerning their learning (Wing, L. (μετάφρ. Πρώιος
Π.) 2000). It's worth mentioning that with School Transformation Lab every step of the
learning procedure is clear and stated upfront. Students know exactly and upfront what to do
when they need help or when they feel ready to be tested or when they fail to achieve a
certain score that is also known to them upfront. They also know the options they have when
they successfully pass a test. During the implementation of School Transformation Lab
method it has come to our attention that our autistic students work with less anxiety than
usual, due to the predictability of the method. The existence of specific zones (autonomous
working zone, collaboration zone, evaluation zone) inside the classroom where the autistic
student knows exactly what to do in each and every one of them along with the previously
mentioned predictability of the evaluation process makes it easier for him to correspond to
the learning process. After all a structured, disciplined, predictable and repeated teaching
has proven to be very effective when it comes to autism (Collia-Faherty, C. (μετάφρ.
Χατζηδημητρίου Χ.) 1999). John, a student with autistic syndrome, has less emotional
outbreaks during lesson time because with School Transformation Lab he can anticipate
what comes next or what is expected of him and feels less stressed than usual. He knows
exactly what to do when he fails, he knows exactly what to do when he is successful, he
knows exactly where to go to find help etc.
Likewise our students with ADHD Syndrome that find it difficult to focus or sit still for a
reasonable period of time (Barkley, R.A. 1990) find it extremely helpful that with School
Transformation Lab method they get the chance to move inside or outside the classroom in
order to seek help for their study without feeling they are doing something wrong. In special
education and more specifically in systemic theory (Bertalanffy, 1968) a behavior is
considered to be problematic in relation to the context of the behavior. For example a
behavior that is considered problematic in a certain cultural context could be considered
normal in another cultural context. Likewise when we redefine the meaning of a behavior or
when we re-frame the behavior itself we can change the problematic behavior to functional.
On the other hand when they choose to seek help at the collaboration zone the fact that they
have to do it within a specific period of time helps them concentrate otherwise they could
lose track of time and even forget why they went to the collaboration zone in the first place.
In conclusion, the School Transformation Lab not only helps students with ADHD Syndrome
to self regulate and concentrate but also to re-frame their behavior so that they feel good
about themselves. George, a student with ADHD Syndrome always had to listen to
observations concerning his hyperactivity in the classroom. Now with School Transformation
Lab his behavior is legitimized and doesn't feel awkward. He can move from one working
zone to another or even go out of the classroom without feeling he is doing something
wrong. Moreover he can self regulate his distraction because he must remain in the
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collaboration zone for example for a specific period of time or he can go out of the classroom
to seek help with a time limitation also.

Italian school coaching where we asked to move desks to the hallway for students needing calm.
Collaboration zone on the left, study zone on the right.

Personalized learning and desynchronization
Some schools have sorted students to have homogeneous classes: students have a similar
level (or they are moved to another class/school). Other schools have heterogeneous
classes, mixing students from different levels and needs. It is especially the case with low
socio economic background students and special education.
Generally speaking we can say that in a special education school where students have
many differences the School Transformation Lab method helps them work at their own pace
without having to do what the rest of the classroom is doing. “One size doesn't fit all'.
Students are diverse and teachers can either teach to the middle and hope for the best or
they can face the challenge of diversifying their instruction so that they can meet the needs
of every student. Personalized learning and differentiated instruction is not a new concept,
back in the days of one room schoolhouse when students of different ages learned all
together this method was the only way. Afterwards when students started to attend
classrooms designed and organized according to age teachers had to find ways to
correspond to their different needs with the limitation of teaching according to the demands
of the curriculum and not their academic needs (Willis, S. & Mann, L. 2000). This was and
still is a difficult task but with School Transformation Lab personalized learning has become
easier for the teacher. Education has transformed from rigid to flexible, from dependent to
independent and from transmission to construction. The fact that we don't have to address
all of our students at the same time through lecturing gives us the opportunity to adjust to
their own pace. Christine, a student with learning disabilities and a lot of learning gaps was
feeling a lot of pressure to move along with the rest of her classmates but with School
Transformation Lab she doesn't have to anymore.
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The desynchronization of learning helps students move forward whenever they feel ready
and when they go to the next goal the fact that they have the opportunity to choose among
optional and multiple activities to practice gives them the satisfaction to act on their own
(Marzano, J. & Marzano, R. 2003). It is true that when we have a saying about whatever it is
that we are obliged to participate like mandatory education, when we have a choice and
when we feel free to decide what we want to do (which activities we want to practice on) or
how we are going to study (which resources we want to use) we feel important and capable
and therefore we get more motivated and involved (Ames, C. 1992).

Evaluation and School Transformation Lab
It is well known that evaluation plays a critical part in education. Although it is primarily used
for describing the acquisition of knowledge concerning a specific topic it can also be used for
educational purposes as it is the case with School Transformation Lab. The evaluation
process itself is used for learning and practicing since students practice on the exercises /
questions they will be evaluated later. In order for evaluation to be effective though it needs
to meet three very important criteria : reliability, objectivity and validity (Oosterhof, A. 2009).
Concerning objectivity the correct answers of a test should not be questionable (Johnson,
R., Penny, J. & Gordon, B. 2009). Therefore the correct answers or the evaluation criteria
should be precise and accurate. This means that even in certain topics like literature for
example that there is not only one correct answer at least the criteria that define the correct
wording of an answer should be determined and stated upfront.
Research has shown students learn better when they know what they are supposed to
achieve (Flavell, J.H. 1979) and get feedback on their achievement (Fishbach, A., Eyal, T. &
Finkelstein, S. R. 2010). This knowledge underlines the importance of the ability for self
evaluation that School Transformation Lab is trying to ensure. Furthermore when the
evaluation is correctable by other students or by a student himself, objectivity is without
question ensured. With School Transformation Lab students have access to the correct
answers of the questions / exercises they will be evaluated on even at the beginning of the
lesson and therefore they are able to determine whether or not their answers or a fellow
classmates answers are correct. We ve seen in classroom that when we trusted a student
with the evaluation of another student it wasn't difficult for him to manage even if we went out
of the classroom because the correct answers weren't a surprise or something only the
teacher should have access to.
Additionally when the activities that students practice on are the same with those that they
will be evaluated at the end, as it is with School Transformation Lab, this also helps ensure
the validity of the evaluation. Given the fact that the evaluation does not contain any
surprises we can be sure that the evaluation estimates exactly what was planned in the first
place (Newton, P. 2007).
If we take into account the random factor that School Transformation Lab is also setting as a
prerequisite for every evaluation we can ensure reliability as well. Since every time
someone takes specific test exercises or questions will be chosen among the large set of
exact exercises or questions given upfront for practice then we can be sure that no matter
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how many times a student takes that test, his results will match his level of knowledge or
practice.

Improvised progress board on the green chalkboard.

Self-regulation and School Transformation Lab
It is in fact true that self-evaluation and self-regulation has helped our students feel in
control of their learning and don't feel cheated or frustrated by the score of their evaluation
as it was the case in many circumstances up until now. Furthermore, we've seen that when
they are able to evaluate effectively a fellow classmate's test and play the role of the teacher
they feel important, capable, productive, and helpful boosting their wounded self-esteem
which is commonplace for students with learning disabilities. Ellie, a student with learning
disabilities, felt very good about herself when we trusted her with the evaluation of some
other students in her classroom. Up until now she was a low self-esteem person who
wouldn't answer a question out of fear of being wrong, now not only can she self evaluate
herself without having to feel bad every time she falls, but she can also feel capable to play
the role of the evaluator with success.
According to Gaudig self-regulated learning should be the central core of education that will
help students become autonomous and free spirit individuals. Self-regulation is both the
objective and the means to this objective. The student should participate and have an active
role in every step of the learning process, goal setting, working steps, evaluation,
improvement, and final judgment (H.Gaudig, 1933). Furthermore, according to Gaudig, the
student should be the only one to make questions and therefore generate a problem-solving
situation that will eventually lead him to knowledge. It goes without saying that the teacher
remains silent most of the time only encouraging students to not give up and try harder. With
School Transformation Lab the teacher becomes a coordinator that provides his expertise on
his field only when the student has run out of options. The student is trying to find all the right
answers on his own and if he is having a difficult time he seeks help from a fellow classmate
through cooperation before going to the teacher to ask for his help. All this time silence plays
an important role in concentration and problem-solving situations. Teacher talking only
deviates the student from his working path and redirects him to the teacher's visual of things.
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For the sake of truth we have seen in classrooms, and more specifically when we teach
literature, that when we remain silent we can generate more different answers from our
students than when we teach the traditional way through lecturing. Also, we have seen that
with School Transformation Lab our students learn to lean more often to their fellow
classmates for help enhancing their cooperation and their communicational skills.

Encouragement and School Transformation Lab
Of course, motivation and participation are also fostered by encouragement and
appreciation of our student's effort. Students are more likely to be enthusiastic about learning
if they feel their work is recognized and valued. So every time a student is successfully
evaluated or working hard we praise his achievement and we give him the opportunity to
choose what he wants as a reward. Research after all has shown that rewarding our
students contributes to their engagement to learning and the completion of their work
(Broden, Bruce, Mitchell, Carter & Hall, 1970). Encouragement's positive effects aren’t
something new when it comes to education. The difference is that with School
Transformation Lab we encourage their autonomy and not their compliance to a certain
norm.
Empowering our students to become autonomous is considered fundamental for School
Transformation Lab. The teacher is and has always been important to inspire, guide, and
encourage the progress of his students.

home made progress board for the English course in an Italian school

Academic achievement
For one school in Belgium, we had the chance to compare students on a standardized test
exam in June 2019. The same exam was canceled in 2020 because of the covid.
This is the CE1D exam teenagers take when they are around 14 years old. It lasts one week
and covers all topics: literacy, math, science, history, geography, Dutch (foreign language).
In that school, some classes were using the new method, while others kept traditional.
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We found no significant grade difference between the project classes (49 students) and
the control group (162 students) on the state exam grades. We also compared the grades of
the previous year, to check that the project classes did not concentrate weaker or stronger
students than the control group. The same school (students, parents, and teachers) reported
high numbers on the questionnaire and much satisfaction with the method during and after
the year 2018-2019.
We think, but did not prove, that:
●
●
●

with teachers having more experience with the method,
having adapted course material provided from day 1 (see project School
Transformation Lab +) ,
and with students having computers (see project Digital Mastery Learning platform)

we should measure significant academic achievement gains while keeping / increasing the
other benefits.

class coaching during the covid-19 crisis
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Coaching and training teachers
What is a teacher's classic training?
Part of the teacher’s training includes days of classic courses in a meeting room with an
instructor talking in front of a board at some point. Having one of these sessions upfront
have a motivational effect on teachers when starting a transformation journéy.
Having these sessions just after an immersive visit or an event as a debriefing session, is
very efficient and appreciated.
But classical training has its limits and complementary ways are used.

What is immersive training?
Training a teacher for transforming his class ideally implies showing a transformed class
first. Teachers can be trained apart for days, they don’t really realize what it is about.
Two instructive examples illustrate that:
-

-

At Ecole du Dialogue, we’ve welcomed a young teacher with 2 years of experience
for a 3 months internship, so she can learn. She was in the class full time, every day.
For her, there was a big distance between understanding what we do and being able
to do it herself. It is only at the end of her internship that she could take charge of the
class and not just be an aid being told what to do.
At the very end of the project, we have trained 8 teachers for 10 days, during the
holidays. They found the training very interesting and they claimed having learned a
lot. Then teenagers came back to school. Teachers worked as a team on the same
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students. And we were there to show what to do most of the time. They regularly told
us that it was very hard for them to see what the class management would look like
before students actually came in. It tooks weeks of coaching before we could leave.

What is in class coaching?
A coaching session usually involves 2 to 4 classes during one hour. The coach circles
between classes. He enters, observes for a few minutes, gives advice to the teacher and
moves to the next classroom to give the teacher some time to implement the advice before
he comes back.
After an hour or two, the coach goes to other classes. At the end of the day, coached
teachers gather in a meeting room to:
-

share their experience with colleagues (not the same things happen in all coached
classes),
get some lesson fragments from the coach who turns into a trainer identifying
patterns observed in multiple classrooms and explaining the theory behind them.

In the “Case Study” section we relate the first coaching of the Greek school partner, which
was emotional and representative of other coaching sessions. Except that in Athens, we
added one layer of complexity: John Rizzo coach coaches who are coaching teachers.

Partners are acting as coach. John Rizzo is quickly briefing them in the hallway before they return in class.

One time or long term coaching
In some schools, we did one-time coaching: we come one or two days in the classes and we
never come back.
In other schools we did a half year coaching: we organize multiple training sessions outside
the school, and coaching sessions in class with the students.
In one school, we had time for a 2 years coaching before the end of the project.
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Steps for a full training
We’ve tried many formulas to train teams of teachers. We got most satisfaction and
efficiency with the following sequence:
1. Organize a 2 hours presentation of the project to the teachers of a school before the
project starts. Involves as many teachers as possible. Then ask the management to
identify a team of teachers to train.
2. Invite that team for an immersive training half day.
3. Get a commitment from that team and the school to start the transformation. We do
this through the candidacy process (see O1) where we capture the pain and hopes.
Everyone is quick to forget his past pain and easily get used to his new comfort that
becomes the new normal. That material will be used after the transformation to
remind teachers of their previous situation.
4. Organize a classic training day where you give a very quick (1h) overview of the
transformation process (O1), the science behind it (O2) and the soft skills course for
students (O3). Then, you spend most of the day explaining the first cycle of O1 and
discuss with them what they need to prepare (for example their course material).
5. Organize monthly coaching s essions, and maybe a full immersive training.
After each coaching session, you teach parts of O1
6. Organize O2 (science behind the method) training days, to give them a background
to disseminate within their school; and O3 (soft skills) training days.
7. Measure the results: O1 progress grid, O2 certification for teachers, O3 certification
from students, O4 questionnaires and interviews. Relate the results with the pains,
hopes and fears captured during the commitment step.
8. Publish the results and party. Having students to produce a video of the
transformation and showing it to an assembly of parents is very efficient.
When these steps are done for the first team. It is time to think about the other teachers of
the school.

Dissemination event in Brescia
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Policy recommendation on teacher’s training
Organizing one or two teacher’s training days on school transformation is useless.
To transform schools in your area:
1. Set up a model school. Transforming a first school requires more resources and help.
It will probably include adapting the course material for your country. If you can’t get
the first school remarkable, you will not go anywhere.
2. Organize many free teacher’s visits to that model school. Communicate a lot. Your
goal is to create a demand for coaching. Attract groups of teachers to come for it.
3. For every candidate school, apply the steps for full training described above.
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Change resistance
If it’s so obvious that traditional schools need to change, why don’t they do it naturally? Why
do education ministers have to push, even for small changes?
Some may argue that any change faces natural resistance. It is true. We document change
resistance in schools the “transforming my school” papers.

But some innovations have immediately been embraced by crowds, such as the smartphone
announced by Steve Job’s in 2007.

Why are schools not embracing more efficient methods? Our analysis of the literature on the
subject and our experience in classrooms point to complexity as the primary change
resistance factor. Indeed, it is much simpler to have all students do chapter 8 now than
managing a class where each learner takes theory and exercises at his own level. Some
outstanding teachers achieve that with great satisfaction and success. But regular teachers
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have a really hard time to orchestrate personalized learning environments. They usually give
up after some time.
It is a pattern documented for decades, at least since the beginning of the XXth century:
John Dewey, Ovide Decroly, Célestin Freinet, Benjamin Bloom,...

How to overcome that complexity?
How to simplify the transforming teacher’s job?

1. Document the method
It may seem obvious. But personalized learning environments have not been that well
documented yet. Yes, we hear principles such as:
-

put the learner in the center,
step back, as a coach,
soft skills are key,
each student his own pace,
...

But it rarely shows what to do concretely. When sometimes the final result is documented it
does not detail the path from a traditional class to a transformed class.
With this project, we have documented a step-by-step path from traditional teaching to a
personalized learning environment, with clear criteria and objectives.
We also have set up a model school with kids in Brussels that teachers can visit to feel the
desired change, instead of just reading about it.

2. Course material
Once the teacher is on track, he needs another course material. Only very autonomous
students can use traditional school books for self-learning. Furthermore, some students are
3 years behind and need exercises from other years if they hope to catch up building the
necessary prerequisites. New course material has to support those needs. But a teacher
alone cannot create it, especially since he is a novice in the method. Most attempts at
making them create their new course material have been disappointing.
Another constraint is time and energy. It is hard enough to learn a new way of doing in class.
Those teachers have no energy to create courses at the same time.
That is why we started another Erasmus+ strategic partnership 2020-2023 on creating that
course material, free and open source.

3. Automation
To overcome the previous point, we have provided, even imposed our course material to
some teachers. They could focus on changing their behavior in class. The next main
difficulty we identified was class management. Following up on 25 kids doing different
activities at different levels is a bureaucratic challenge.
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For example, when a literacy teacher gives the same book to read to the class (traditional
teaching), it is very simple to organize the small assessment with multiple-choice questions
to verify that students have read the book. But if she has allowed each kid to choose a
different book at his own reading level (transformed class), that’s a much more complex
story for the teacher. Now add the fact that kids are locked down home because of the covid
and you get an organizational nightmare. Not impossible. But it puts the teacher in a less
comfortable situation than before, and this is not sustainable.
The 3rd step to tackle complexity is automation through computers.
That was probably the crucial element Dewey, Decroly, Freinet, and Bloom would have
dreamed of. From summer 2020, we spend more and more time coordinating partners for
building that platform.
The ultimate goal is to open a box of cheap Chromebooks in a traditional class, tell the kids
and teachers to follow the instructions from the computers, see the class transforming itself
in a few hours, and the kids/teacher having forged new sustainable habits in a few weeks.

Communication
Simplifying the job of the teacher is a prerequisite to overcome change resistance.
Communicating on the results will also be necessary.

What is missing from this picture? The caveman on the left proposes “how” but does not say
“why”. We already discussed how hard it is to change the wheels (complexity). But why
change the wheels? It seems so obvious to us that we cannot see how weird it seems for the
2 cavemen on the right.
Teachers are our primary target to convince. Why would a teacher change?
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We see 2 levels of answers:
-

-

school level
a. Stop losing students.
And stop losing jobs… Schools having a hard time keeping their students
usually compete against others for registrations. Some teams are motivated
to do huge efforts in order to be more attractive again.
teacher level
a. Stress
Many teachers are challenged by their students. They feel exhausted,
frustrated and powerless to change the path of their class. Usually, the stress
is caused by a mix of high number of students, many trouble makers, low
motivation from students, too different needs across students. Invent a device
to solve all these problems, and you will quickly sell millions of units.
b. Academic achievement
Most teachers see their primary mission as “seeing the year curriculum”, as
making students succeed exams on literacy, numeracy, science, history,...
Once they feel safe (discipline), they seek high learning achievement for their
pupils. The perspective to speed the class up by 50% or even only 30% will
trigger lots of interest.
c. Pressure from parents
Teachers hate to get negative feedback. They love praise from parents. But if
one is complaining about them, a crisis usually follows. The fear of blame or
lack of recognition is also a powerful incentive at a personal teacher’s level.
d. Need for love
Many teachers want to be liked by their students. Some may become
permissive to get that, usually with disappointing emotional results. Kids'
satisfaction may also be a major communication factor.

In the previous picture, should the left caveman say:
-

Do you want round wheels?,
or Does it hurt? I can ease your job. ?

To teachers, should we say:
-

Do you want a new method (or reform) ?,
or Does it hurt? I can ease your job. ?

To help overcoming change resistance, we advice to start with the benefits instead of the
solution:
-

School X was losing students. They got a 10% growth after the first year of
transformation.
Students of school X claim being 30% more motivated after the transformation, and
days of absence have been cut by half.
Student’s level has been measured by inspection at the beginning and the end of the
school year. That year of their transformation, they learned 1.5 year of curriculum.
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-

The number of parents claiming being very satisfied was multiplied by 3 after
transformation of school X.
90% of the students of school X are grateful or very grateful to their teachers for the
class transformation, according to an anonymized survey.

Once you foster interest by communicating these kinds of claims, you need testimonials to
nurrish curious stakeholders. Usually, interested teachers want to talk to teachers, students
and parents of a model school. You need that model school to get the numbers you are
communicating, and to start transforming other schools as explained in the training section.

Competition with other projects
School systems a crawling over a huge pile of change proposals:
-

let’s grow vegetables in the backyard,
let’s lower the noise in class,
let’s learn mindfulness,
let’s become the district champion in that sport,
let’s eat healthy and transform the kitchen,
let’s sort our school trash,
let’s elect a student’s council,
let’s partner with foreign schools for language exchanges,
let’s create mini-companies to teach entrepreneurship,
let’s organize language lessons at noon for foreigners,
let’s revisit the playground to bring more peace,
…

Proposals are countless. But they are time consuming. Time from who? From the most
dynamic teachers of the school who cumulate projects they volunteer for. Soon, a school
staff may get so overbusy that there is no more time to see the big picture.
These projects have value. But we think they should not come first. The priority should be
given to projects that make teachers and students recover more time in the long run. The
school transformation that we propose achieves that.

Time from teacher
How, after transformation, is time from the teacher recovered?
-

-

Eenergy: 1h of teaching is less exhausting than before (around 34%, see impact).
With more energy, teachers are able to spend more time working when they are not
in charge of students.
Corrections: Once the teacher has autotomized his class through a network of
assisting students, he can delegate many tasks he used to do himself before
transformation. This includes correcting assessments and homework. It is even true
for literacy teachers who have some of the most demanding corrections to do. A
teacher mastering the method makes quality corrections happen during class time,
increases the number of assessments to be corrected and brings no more correction
home.
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Time from the student
In many traditional classes, students lose lots of time.
Those for whom the lesson is too slow lose time. They have to listen to the teacher while
they have understood a long time ago. They have to do exercises that are useless because
they are too easy for them. And they finish before their peers, then have to wait…
Those for whom the lesson is too fast are also losing time. They have missed important
concepts during their last few years. They accumulated gaps. Now the topic covered by the
teacher is too hard. They understand only half of it. The other half of their time is lost. They
would do a better use of their time by going back assimilating the missing prerequisites.
Anytime a student is not in its proximal zone of development (Science behind our method,
Vigotsky), he is not learning full speed and time is lost. The more heterogeneous is the
class, the more time is lost for the students in a traditional simultaneous setting.
A fundamental principle of the proposed class transformation is that every student works at
his optimal speed on the chapter that is in his zone of proximal development. It means
different speeds and different chapters for students of the same class. Student’s time is
recovered.
For doing what? First, to be an efficient assistant of the teacher. For performance, one hour
of teacher time is more precious than one hour of student time, since a teacher helps many
students. For example, while his class is autonomously running well, a teacher can take 10
minutes to discuss with an expert passing by about the noise project in the class. If 2 classes
merge as we suggest in the 5th cycle of the transformation, one of the two teachers could
even leave half an hour to attend a meeting and make other projects progress.
Second, recovered student time can be used to help on these other projects. A student
working efficiently, has finished earlier and can go contribute to growing the vegetables in
the backyard. For example, in the most advanced transformation, students have less
homework or no homework at all. The school could transfer work from class to home and
recover class time for other projects.
To summarize, transformation
1. ⇒ autonomous class ⇒ time for the teacher to organize other projects.
2. ⇒ f aster learning ⇒ time for students to contribute to other projects.

Decompartmentalized time
After this systemic change, space and time are decompartmentalized. A student can be
taken out of class for an hour, a day or a week, then come back without missing anything: he
resumes his work where he left off, which is not possible in a traditional class. It will enable a
student to leave the class for:
-

attending a student council,
being for 1h, the assistant of a teacher in a younger class,
participating to a math challenge in another school,
training for 1 week before a high level sport competition.
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That flexibility is helping other projects a lot.

Policy recommendation
To overcome change resistance, we suggest to:
1. Simplify the transformation for teachers, by supporting the automation of class
management. It means developing a free and comprehensive digital platform
containing the course material ready to use,
2. Communicate on the desired outcomes instead of the change process. It implies
measuring the impact of a first transformed model school in the area.
3. Start with the systemic transformation because it will recover lost time that can then
be invested into other valuable projects of the school.
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Exploitation plan
Back to engineering
We have conducted many tests of school transformation coaching over the 3 years of this
Erasmus+ project. We have a much better view of when teachers succeed the
transformation and when they fail. We can help any teacher to transform his class by holding
his hand. But it is not scalable nor sustainable. Before we coach more teachers, we need
additional tools. The next step for us is to overcome change resistance obstacles,
1. by creating adapted course material for students in literacy, numeracy, history and
other topics,
2. by creating a digital platform that will automate the class management:
giving/correcting the right exercise to the right kid, helping with learning strategies
and monitoring progresses.
Ecole du Dialogue and 3 new partners, just started another 3 years Erasmus+ KA2
partnership to create the adapted course material in French.
Ecole du Dialogue is bringing partners together for creating an ambitious EU digital platform.
The 3 other partners of this finishing School Transformation Lab project count in these
partners who want to bring this global school transformation effort further.
We probably need to slow down coaching and transforming classes while we create and test
these assets. It will take 2 years before we can test the impact of these new assets in class
transformation. If the tests are successful, it will be time for a grand dissemination plan.

Fine tuning
“Back to engineering” does not mean that we completely stop coaching or dissemination.
For example, this report is updated after the end of the project. We gave a 2nd TEDx talk,
one in English, during October 2020 after the end of the Erasmus+ project. We got accepted
papers to an academic education conference that will be held in 2021. We continue to
update the course material for training teachers when more experience gives us additional
feedback. When they are open (covid), we continue to do class coaching for some schools
who have been associated partners in the project.
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How will these intellectual outputs be used?
In the “Coaching and training teachers” section, we explain how to use the intellectual
outputs that we just produced. When we’ll have the digital platform, it will be different:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Early in the process, we’ll need to ensure that the class is equipped with computers,
for example with a partner such as EducIT.
The class transformation progress grid and tests (O1) will be
integrated in the platform that will adapt the proposed activities according to the
progression of the class,
adapted since some steps will be automatically implemented (such as
autocorrections now done by the computer).
The teacher’s curriculum (O2) will be integrated in the platform to be followed by
teachers with integrated tests (so teachers live the same experience with O2 as
students with math) to enable students to follow-up their teacher’s progress.
The student soft skills curriculum (O3) will be integrated in the platform beside the
literacy or science courses.
O4 questionnaires about progress feeling towards autonomy and mutual-aid will be
integrated in the platform which will show group progresses to motivate going further.

Transational meetings. Partners are strongly motivated to continue working together after 2020.
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Case studies
We have many other case studies available on demand such as the successful coaching of
a Swiss school with a prior visit to Brussels, the failed self-transformation of a private school,
the coaching of a college over 2 years, and even the help provided to a multicultural
kindergarten. The sculpture below of our logo has been made by an Athenian school having
achieved an impressive change without our direct coaching. The RAI video from our press
page relates the transformation of an Italian college after 1 day of coaching, then far away
from our support.

Project’s logo hand creafted by an Athenian coached teacher.

We selected 2 case studies for this report. The first describes one-time in-class coaching of
a special education school through narrative. The other shows newsletters fragments of 4
months of coaching for 5 schools.

Coaching of a Greek school over 2 days
Day 1
My European partners and I are in a special school in Athens this morning. The metropolis of
5 million citizens only has three of these schools. Let’s say that we don’t get in there simply
because we are dys-something. These teenagers are very special. They aren’t many in a
classroom. The teachers don’t think they’d manage more than 4 or 5 pupils. I hear « Safety
first! » .
Throughout the preparation meeting, an hour before class, I felt the teachers a bit skeptical,
sking me :
— Does your method really work with special education?
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— You are special education specialists. I count on you to find the answer.
— Well this is not going to work with our students. Or maybe with fewer students in the
class!
If only they knew how many times I heard this sentence in other schools...
The bell rings: it’s coaching time. During the first training, Norwegians, Greeks, and Italians
saw me coach 4 teachers, each in a Belgian class back in Brussels. But this week, they are
going to be the coaches. I give advice to the coaches without directly interacting with the
teachers.
The lessons start. 3 teachers are getting ready to teach literature, religion, and computer
science. 8 coaches split in the back of 3 classes. My role is to travel through the classes.
I start with the religion class. That Greek teacher came to Brussels. We have visited schools
together, I trained him and he had 3 months to get ready. He starts with a conference-mode
lesson about the parable of the Good Samaritan. Oh no! Two Norwegian directors in the
back of the class seem to agree with me. Let him start and let’s move to the literature class.
The teacher distribute pieces of paper to the students. I tell the Norwegian principal and the
Italian instructor to encourage the teacher to delegate instead of distributing herself. The
desks are in front of the board. The teacher talks a lot. Let her do her job.
Here I am in the computing room. The teacher speaks like a Mediterranean would do on the
fish market: with passion. Her four students are around a table so she can explain to them
the notion of e-mail. I don’t really see the measurable objective and especially, I don’t see
how the students “take” anything. Here they receive a lot. No way for them to look away.

Back to religion class. The teacher is always in front of his students. He preaches. He
controls. Two students have an argument. A third one looks at his feet. I go in the hallway
with 2 coaches. They don’t know to stop him and give him a feedback before the end of the
lesson. The 8 coaches are not feeling comfortable. However they’re bigs head: they’re
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almost all director or assistant director of school, or teacher’s trainer. Today, we only have 2
hours. No way to wait for the end of the lesson to help the 3 Greek teachers to strengthen
their way to do. I heavily insist on my coaches: find a way, make them understand!
The literature teacher seems to be me the most receptive one. She is listening, she directly
applies the advice of the coaches who start to move between classrooms. She notes what
we tell her in her book. The first advice is to avoid explaining something to a student, but
send him to ask another student instead. She does so. And the student answers: “But if you
don’t explain, what are you useful for?”. The teacher hold on and soon students help each
other. From there the advice and changes fuse: talk quietly, stay at your desk and bring the
other students to you, move the desks, etc. When I come back in the classroom, the
transition is breathtaking. I see a teacher who is bored. Yes! Who said she needed fewer
students? Let’s bring some more to make this teacher busy now that she is neglected by her
working students.
The situation is harder in the religion class. The teacher is still speaking and none of the
coaches who came in that class found how to stop him. I should hold them a hand by
diplomatically ask for a break of few seconds which will allow the teacher and his coaches to
finally communicate. An Italian ask him why he doesn’t make them read the parable. He
answers that the students can’t read well. Later she’s going to notice that at least two of
them can read pretty easily. The teacher will admit to underestimate his students and that
the students probably underestimate themselves. I will send the religion teacher in the
literature class for 60 seconds so he knows what we expect of him. But when he is back, the
change is very laborious despite the goodwill of the Christian. With the help of the coaches,
he will be able to make his students write a short contemporary version of the parable,
before the students play the scene in class. These teenages are glad about the change. The
teacher also is. But this is not yet a personalized learning environment at all.
Meanwhile, the computer science teacher also seems uninterruptible. Even when she has
put each of her students in front of a computer, during the individual exercises, she “yells”.
While they are working autonomously with efficiency, the teacher interrupts them to “help”
them. She will do some progress without reaching the psychological flip which would enable
the detraditionalization of her class.
The end of the class belled and the religion teacher joined all the coaches in the literature
class. An hour ago, these students didn’t want to make a break. Now school is over since
long minutes, but the students stay until they all have their last stickers on the progress
board. She asks me if she must stop the lesson or keep going. Does she only dare stopping
students working by intrinsic motivation!
A young disabled lady is done. She waddles around in her purple training with her test sheet
to claim her last sticker. She pastes it on the board and go back to her desk. She makes 3
steps, turn around, then take her teacher in her arms like if they didn’t see each other for
years. Adults’ eyes are watering. The teacher is dumbfounded.
Never she would have believed to see the last boy working that long and intensively. To
succeed at his test, he needed to complete 10 exercises randomly chosen from 20 others.
He decided to do the 20. Today, he is not a little player.
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The teacher will confess that the preparation Skype video meeting, prior to my travel, had
convinced her that it was going to be horrible. She thought that the only way to keep control
over her students was to keep them awake with an energetic stream of words while looking
at them in the eyes. Exhausting. The lesson seems now so quiet that she arranged to have
12 students instead of 5 for her next coaching, in two little days. She will even let herself
believe that it is possible to teach in a special education school for 30 years instead of
stopping after a few years of youth.
Our Greek school has now one teacher who felt the change. Our small European team
becomes more confident in its coaching role.

Day 2
As she had announced, the mathematician begins with a painting / folding activity to
illustrate symmetry. The students are gathered in the center of the class around a table. I
fear the worst. Wrongly. After 10 minutes, a progress board has already appeared on the
wall. The coaches agreed on a communication protocol with the teacher. They stick sticky
notes on a wall with instructions that she reads whenever she gets the chance. We can see:
●
●
●
●

Speak quietly.
Separates the students on distant desks.
The progress table is not clean. Have a student
redraw it.
Delegate brush cleaning.

On average, each teacher will receive a dozen sticky notes
per pair of lesson hours. They will move from the "to do"
column to the "done" column to give a sense of progress.
Finally, the math teacher will have done wonderfully. First
time!
In the computer science classroom, the change is dramatic.
The teacher who was gesticulating at all costs the day
before now looks like a whispering nun. She predicts that some students will not want to help
each other. The coaches support her. A very weak pupil who is usually isolated by others
today found a girl who helps him reluctantly, then with more and more enthusiasm.
Everything is going too well to be informative. Spikes. I ask two Norwegian coaches to bring
two average pupils from the literature class to work in the computer class. The latter arrive
without really understanding, they are installed in front of a computer from which the
keyboard is moved away to make room for their literature book and they continue their work
independently. I whisper to the bored computer teacher:
— Please go help them.
— But I don't know what they learn in literature.
— Me neither.
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Suddenly, a teacher tumbles down looking for me. She anxiously asks me to follow her to
the professor of letters who had done so well the first day. I am surprised because the hour
had started well for her. I saw his 12 students calmly get to work. Now, I enter the
classroom. It is a crisis. A 15-year-old boy gesticulates, shouting words that I absolutely do
not understand. Two Norwegians, two Italians, the school's English teacher and the
vice-principal attend paralyzed and embarrassed at the scene that the excellent literary is
trying to master. I immediately ask all the adults to come out, except the Greek teacher of
course. Cut off from his audience, the actor calms down and the situation is regularized.
Later, the teacher will explain that she had promised the students that they could play soccer
as soon as they had passed all their tests for the day, even if it is before the end of the
lesson. It is a tactic that I had advised her the day before. The students rushed in, botching
their work. The one who caused the scandal had just failed for the 6th time his test which he
answered randomly. It is in pain that he gives birth to the relationship between effort and
result.
Before that little drama, I had just given instructions to a Norwegian coach to organize a
teacher exchange: that the literary go to the computer room to give computer lessons and
that the computer scientist comes to help the students in literature. It was not the right time.
Later, I organize the exchange differently. The English teacher comes to observe the
coaching. Let's put it to work. I ask him to replace the math teacher who has to come in the
hallway. Here, half of the exchange is done. I then ask the mathematician to enter literature
class to help her colleague. They are co-teaching. They can learn from each other by
observing each other. They do with each other what they ask their students to do with each
other. The Norwegian vice-principal understands where I am going to: "John, with this
method, the teachers become more versatile?"
The bell rings. Two hours have already passed. None of the students from the three classes
asked for their break after the first hour, when other teenagers from the school yelled in the
hallway. The morning is not over yet. It is the turn of the religion teacher and the science
teacher to come on stage with their schoolchildren. Yesterday the religion teacher had a lot
of trouble getting out of the lecture. We met the science teacher who argued heavily that
what was asked of her was impossible.
I start in her class. Very quickly, she made her students work independently, on sheets.
Since we met yesterday, I think she has talked a lot with her colleagues. She is doing very
well. She alternates phases of autonomy with more collective sequences where she
performs experiments on acidity: lemon, vinegar, beauty cream, and Ajax are subjected to
the pH tab test.
Two of his students are autistic. Two others seem more productive. After an hour, she
comes to find me:
— They don't understand anything.
— Really nothing? They seem very focused.
— They don't finish their worksheets.
— Do they work hard?
— Um yes.
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— Are they learning anything?
— A little bit.
— That's all I'm asking at this point.
This new form of learning is relentless: frequent testing reveals students' real understanding.
In a lecture, the teacher can more easily have the illusion that her students have understood.
Then, if they miss the exam, it's because they are lazy. Or dys. Or autistic. It is no longer a
teaching mistake but a medical or educational problem. Today, it seems slower to the
chemist. But the progress is factual, indisputable even if this is not the essence of the day.
Its success is not due to the pH, but to the change of state of mind of the teenagers: learning
is no longer being bored in a chair, learning is now a satisfying active effort.

Let's go see the preaching of our sympathetic religion teacher. He speaks in a low voice and
his students follow on another to tick a box on their progress board after having succeeded a
test. They are seated next to each other. It seems too easy to me. I stick a note for the
teacher: "Aren’t students cheating?"
The English teacher gives me the same thought. I ask him to bring the Orthodox out into the
hallway and explain to him in Greek that we don't want the students to have access to the
answers during their tests. He will not return to his class until 10 minutes later, with new
sheets. He erases the progress board and explains to his students that the test is done at an
isolated desk. No teenager revolt. They understand that we have just raised the bar of the
ambition we have for them.
The adults in the room have a hard time
believing that this is the same religion
teacher as the other day. He finds it
hard to believe it himself. The
professional has totally changed.
Exorcised? When the last test is
passed, two students fall into each
other's arms. It is very emotional. At the
end of the day, an Italian coach asks me
to include tissues in the coaching
process.
The Greek vice principal is very direct:
"The transformation of these classes
exceeds my most daring expectations.
That it can be done in this special
education school is proof that it can be
done in any other establishment. "
The teenagers adapted themselves almost instantly. The less flexible teachers did it in 2x2h
of coaching. Usually, after a day of classes, these teachers get on edge. Today, they are just
tired of the intensity of their learning. Tired and full of hope.
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What do the students think? I can see that they are proud, that they stay in class after the
bell rings. But what do they say? Two Greek teachers tell me: "Understand, Mr. Rizzo, that
they do not land in our school with a good heart. Here, they are dragged like balls,
sometimes even like bombs. Except for today. One of them, for example, told us that it was
not school. No, today it was joy.
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Coaching 5 Brussels schools over 4 months
Mid 2029, five public schools teamed to be coached together.
We anonymized the school names in this report to be free to
also tell what failed. We also have written 16 newsletters to
these teachers and principals during the coaching. They are in
French and available on-demand.
From August to December 2019, each school got:
1. an initial training day or half-day in their school,
2. a management kick-off meeting with principals
gathered.
3. a common training end of September where teachers
from all schools gathered together,
4. 2 days of visit and immersive training at Ecole du
Dialogue. Teachers were grouped by topic (literacy
teachers of the 5 schools together, then another day
the math teachers,...)
5. 1 day of coaching in their classes with their students.
6. a management debriefing day gathering the principals
of the 5 schools.

Initial training
Only a few teachers and their principal knew what this
coaching was about. And did they really knew? The first step is
to present the project to the teachers identified by their
management. It usually took the form of a 2h information
session, to a full training day depending on the school.
After such a meeting, it is much easier for teachers to commit
to being part of the coached team for their school. On average,
each school counts 80 teachers from which 10 are part of the
project. The project was focused on the 2 first years of
secondary schools (12 to 14 years old).
At the end of the coaching, our list counted 82 stakeholders
from these schools, management included.

Management kick-off
Since we already had coached a school for a full year the year
before, we wanted to experiment with adding some
cross-school effect. How these schools could support each
other? As a starting point, we gathered the principals and
middle-management of these schools for a 2h kick-off meeting
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whose main target was to create a sense of connection. In case of doubt or trouble later
during the year, maybe would it then be easier for them to call one another.

Cross schools gathering
We wanted to achieve the same cross-school effect with teachers. We organized a kick-off
evening for explaining the details and the planning of the coaching, where teachers from all
schools were mixed. The principal from a school coached the previous year made an
impressive presentation of the benefits of the transformation for his school.
Then we made discussion groups for teachers to get to know each other: literacy teachers
as one group, math teachers in another group, and so on.

Immersive training
In October, we grouped the teachers by topic to come to our model school, Ecole du
Dialogue, in order to see and feel the method being applied with our students. Teachers can
walk through the tables while we teach our students. They can discuss with them to
understand what they do, where they come from, and how they feel about that learning
method.
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Multiple times in the day, we stop the visit to put what they have observed into perspective.
For example, these are the answers of the math teacher’s group when asked: “What
surprised you the most during your visit?”
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Self-correction and instant feedback.
Calm and self-organization of students.
Morning’s briefing
Short periods (such as the 5’ drills)
Students don’t sit for 7h
Applying that method to reading (which
seems less intuitive than with math).
Structure, ownership of the class by
students.
Progress board.

We gather and structure that feedback from all the
visiting groups in the document “Operating
principles of a transformed class” from the
“Transforming my class” curriculum (O1).

In-class coaching
The coach has spent a day in each school from October to November. The morning was a
typical coaching of multiple classes, similar to the “Coaching of a Greek school” case study
above: the coach circles between 2 or 4 classes that change each hour. The picture below,
for example, has been taken from the class, looking at the hallway where the coach has
placed the teacher and 2 students, since the others in the class became more autonomous.
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The teachers and the coach met in the afternoon for a debriefing of the coaching where
experiences were shared and theory was revisited.
A typical action point showed during the coaching and discussed during the meeting is
delegation. Most teachers felt the need to improve their delegation: have a student correct
the tests, occupy the fastest ones, organize mini oral tests conducted by a student assistant,
put the students in touch for mutual aid, … This example is interesting since it implies a
profound self-change of the teacher. Just knowing a technique or using some tool is not
enough. That’s where coaching has the most value.

Collaborative course material creation
A condition to transform a class is to have the adapted course material. We hoped that
gathering the French teachers of these schools (picture below), would enable the creation of
the French curriculum.
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During these meetings, the work has been valuable with some groups. But it was very hard
to get a lasting work from the teachers on that material after the meeting. For all groups, we
think that this course material building aspect was a mistake:
- with results not to the level of the time invested,
- with no much joy or even enthusiasm for most teachers.
As described in the “How to overcome complexity” from the “Change resistance” chapter, a
coached team of teachers needs to be provided ready-to-use course material from experts.

Management debriefing
In December, we gathered the principals again to debrief the project. Here is a extract of the
meeting minutes:

What was exciting:
➔ A learning community (teachers) united around a perspective.
➔ The less educated pupils of the most heterogeneous level (1st and 2nd
secondary) targeted.
➔ A palpable impact on student motivation.
➔ A concrete approach to changing posture.
➔ Differentiation, for example reading levels.
➔ Empowerment of students.
➔ The concept of drill.
What was difficult:
➔
➔
➔
➔

The fatigue and doubts of teachers.
The questioning of parents.
Internal dissemination.
Let go of the "all students at the same time" rhythm.

Difficulties are concentrated in the change of posture and the course material. Let's
detail this.

Change of posture
My previous newsletters detail it. In the field, the main difficulties in changing
posture are:
◆ delegation: do it yourself less and train assistants (explanations, corrections,
work climate, tests, etc.)
◆ desynchronization: the pupils are not all busy on chapter 8 or doing exercises
today,
◆ the test focus: letting go of the way of learning and concentrating on the
results of the tests ⇒ we can correct all the exercises without the pupils
cheating.
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The work climate generally tends to be a problem following poor delegation
(overwhelmed), synchronization (all at my place at the same time), or focus on
activity vs testing (not pilot, not motivated). A successful change of posture has a
positive impact on the work climate.
But before you can change your posture, you need empowering course material with
clearly defined tests.

Course material
The general opinion was that having 5 schools collaborate on the preparation of
course material was premature.
Changing posture is already difficult. If you also have to create course material, it
becomes tiring. Add to that the effort to collaborate with several schools is probably
too much.

Board after the director’s debriefing

Besides all the great consequences in the schools, teachers were reported as exhausted.
These directors reached the same conclusion as this impact report: class transformations
must be as simplified as possible. The method and its clear documentation (O1)
contribute to it. We also need to provide automated (ICT) course material as explained in the
“How to overcome complexity” section of this report. And we should not try to make teachers
or schools collaborate with each other in the middle of their transformation process.
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Conclusion
Schools are excited about a disruptive transformation into personalized learning
environment mainly because:
- they struggle to motivate students,
- they struggle with level differences across students,
- they hope to have more fun in the class for teachers and students.
But they face 3 challenges:
1. Knowing how to transform themselves.
They don’t even see what is a transformed school.
2. Handle the course preparation work.
3. Handle the more complex class management.
1. Thanks to this Erasmus+ project, they now have a clear multilingual free documentation
on how to do and what to expect at the end. We measured a very positive impact on
motivation, level differences and fun. The first challenge is solved.
2. Course material creation is the next obstacle. It must be addressed by experts as we have
seen that most teachers are unable to collaborate on creating it. This Erasmus+ project is
followed by another one with other partners to create free paper course material in math,
literacy, science, history and geography.
3. Class management complexity could be overcome by replacing paper with computers on
the student’s desk. The appropriate software does not exist yet. Not even for a price. A
comprehensive e-learning platform needs to be developed. A consortium is gathering around
this goal.

Coaching of a multicultural low socio-economic background kindergarten.
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